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55aprii 15

Dear Members,
Unfortunately Members received the December "Tell" at

or after the Closing date for Auction #54 . In the future
should this problem repeat, the Closing date will be
automatically moved back 3 weeks from the date of receival.
Member Lots that did not sell have been included in
Auction #55.

We still have donation material, but are not listing
it separately as in the past,

There are some very, very interesting speciality Lots
in Auction #55 . The catalog Values are from Zumstein and
Amateur Collector Catalogs or estimated retail.

For this Auction 1 Sfr = .464 U .S, The Closing date
for Auction #55 is April 15, 1984 .

Beat Regards,

William R . Lucas
P . O . Box 2067
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
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Talk
tome!

Cover : The Cross & Figure issues, the poor cousins to the Stan-
ding Helvetia issues are covered in a splendid comprehensive

article by Mr . Moore of the British Helvetia Philatelic Society,

starting on page 61. Enjoy it! The typesetting was graciously

donated by former business "associates " of mine from San Diego.

Member list rentals : It appears that a few of us made - or were
going to make - some noise about our membership list being used for commercial

purposes. Needless to say, the double standard applied here was not apprecia-
ted, in as much as the Board of Directors has rejected the distribution of a
membership list earlier to members (see The President ' s Corner, p . 167 of TELL

June/July 1983.) But our secretary, Dick Hall, is clearing the air once and

for all, see his notice p . 75 and the bound-in card . -- While we are on the

subject on that mailing in question : I have a real problem with stamp dealers
who put in their mail auction (sale) catalogs such condition language as "No

ridiculous bids, please . WE reserve the right to withdraw any lot or reject

any bids . . . " . In my book that ' s an insult to any prospective buyer . The seller

either has material to sell on the open market or he or she doesn ' t and better

don ' t bother us with their ads or catalogs . If past experiences could justify

such phraseology it can easily be remedied by offering all material with a
minimum bid stated ; at least that way the public would know how big a fish

the line would carry . In any event, what constitutes a ridiculous bid? And
when is an "auction" not an auction? I spotted at least one item in the mail

piece under discussion where the description would point to a ridiculous
quality of a stamp for sale, where probably a 1/1000 of catalog would not be
considered too ludicrous . As a matter of fact, auction business is a two-way

street . I don ' t really see the problem, after all good material normally

invites also good bids.

Pay close attention to Felix Ganz ' review of the new Swiss Machine Cancel
Handbooks on p . 53 . With 22,000 entries it ' s stupendous . Worth every penny!

Library : For a few years the talk has been to send our library content to

State College and have it administered by the able staff of the APS . I think

that would be ideal, as few of us have the time to act as a professional
librarian . I hope that we find a quick way to accomplish this transfer and
that at the same time something is arranged with APS that they furnish us
periodically, for publication in TELL, an updated list, so members don ' t have
to wade in the dark when they try to zero-in on something . The point, how-
ever, I want to make is that our library is not in good shape . Although our
by-laws provide for the acquisition of material - with board approval -
at the expense of the society, we have failed to augment the list with most
major new and classic texts dealing with Swiss philately . All we have really
added has come from occasional donations by members and non-members, but
nothing on a systematic basis . The absence of a "full-time " librarian obvi-
ously had something to do with this . But I think now is the time to do a
bit of catching up . Dur society ' s financial picture (see the Treasurer ' s
report elsewhere in this issue) is, thanks to your generous donations of
last year, in great shape . Let us fill the holes on those shelves! Maybe my
successor then does not have to take first $60 out of his or her pocket to
"supervise" another major translation job like I had to do in the case of
the Standing Helvetia . Volunteering has its acceptable limits too!

Stampless diet : The following are some of today ' s postmarks found on mail
from the very same people who want you to spend as much money as possible on
their only product they sell : the Philatelic Offices. Stamps on their lists

Continued on page 60 47
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TOLD TALES

By Richard T . Hall

Postal history enthusiasts can find a fertile field in Switzerland . At the

crossroads of Europe, medieval and renaissance postal routes often crossed

through Switzerland, carrying communications between Italy and Southern

France in the south and Germany and Austria in the north . The Fisher post

of the late 1600s was a prime example of an early postal service through

Switzerland . The tercentenary of this postal service was commemorated in 1975

in the 60c value of the Publicity II set (Sc #609).

One interesting sideline of history buffs is the recreation of histor-

ical events . Civil and Revolutionary War battles are reenacted in authentic

uniforms and weaponry . Similar reenactments take place in Europe for famous

battles which occurred there . Philately has not escaped the trend . What is dif-

ferent between a philatelic one and a battle reenactment is the legacy of cov-

ers carried in the postal reenactments left to future philatelists to enjoy.

Switzerland has had several postal reenactments . Let me describe

some of my favorite area, Swiss aerophilately . The early days of powered

The above picture shows Bider's Bleriot over the Jungfrau on its historic
first crossing of the Swiss Alps in 1913.
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flight found many avid supporters and enthusiasts in Switzerland . The rugged.

mountainous terrain of Switzerland presented special challenges to these

early aviators . The years just prior to World War I were filled with dem-

onstration and experimental flights.

The central Alps were traversed by an airplane for the first time from

Bern to Milan, Italy, on July 13, 1913 . The daring pilot of the Bleriot

monoplane was the 22-year old Swiss, Oskar Bider . He and his plane areshown

on the 40c value of the 1977 Swiss aviation pioneer set (Sc#620) . He had

already been the first to cross the Pyrenees from Pau, France, to Madrid,

Spain, five and a half months earlier . Unfortunately, this young man was

killed in an airplane crash in 1919 . While no mail was carried on the alpine

flight, a souvenir card and a vignette were issued . The card lists for about

$100 in the bible of Swiss aerophilately, the "Schweizerisches Luftpost-

Handbuch ." If you are at all interested in Swiss aerophilately, this ency-

clopedic catalog is a must.

The 1943 Pro Aero stamp (Sc #C36) commemorated the 30th anniversary of

Bider's first alpine flight . The Pro Aero Foundation, a Swiss organization

founded in 1938 to encourage civil aviation, sponsored a special flight

between Bern and Zurich to commemorate the famous flight of 30 years earlier.

The 1 Fr . Pro Aero stamp was valid only on this flight and had to be used on

any mail carried on it. The pilots of this flight were Oberleutnants (First

Lieutenants) Rageth and Stutz . There were 37,885 covers carried on the Bern

to Zurich flight and

31,899 carried on the

return trip . Figure 1

shows one of the covers

carried on the Zurich
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to Bern flight . The cachet postmark at the left shows Bider's small plane.

The 1943 reenactment would qualify as a "twice told tale ." The good

Swiss, however, were not satisfied with just that one commemoration of their

famous son . In 1963, another stamp was issued in the Pro Aero series, this

time commemorating both the 50th anniversary of Oskar Bider's flight and

the 25th anniversary of the Pro Aero Foundation (Sc #C46) . Again the stamp

was only valid on the special flights of July 13, 1963 . Two flights were

flown that day : one, from Langenbruck to Locarno, commemorating the Bider

flight, the second, from Bern to Locarno, commemorating the 25th anniver-

sary of the Pro Aero Foundation . Actually the Langenbruck flight joined the

Bern flight in Bern. The leg from Langenbruck to Bern was flown by heli-

copter, the leg from Bern to Locarno by airplane . There were 156,400 covers

carried on the Langenbruck flight and 165,800 on the Bern flight . Figure 2

shows a cover from the Langenbruck flight . It is backstamped Locarno on

July 13, 1963 . Thus we have a "thrice told tale"!

Another of Switzerland's famous aviator was Walter Mittelholzer who at

the ripe age of 25 founded the first Swiss airline in 1919 . This airline

merged with several others in 1920 to form the Ad Astra Aero company which,

by yet another merger in 1931, became Swissair . Mittelholzer is shown on the

150c value of the 1977 air pioneer set (Sc #623) . Mittelholzer became famous

for his pioneer flights of the '21's. He was the first to traverse the

African continent by air from north to south in 1926-1927 . The Dornier Merkur

"Switzerland" he flew on

this epic flight is shown

in the background of the

1977 stamp.

Covers were carried

on the preparatory leg

of the flight from Zurich

to Alexandria, Egypt . No
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covers were carried on the

actual African traverse.

Mittelholzer left Zurich

on December 7, 1926, after

a 9-day delay because of

bad weather.

Covers were canceled

in Zurich with the orig-

inal date of the flight,

November 28, 1926 . He

flew to Naples, Italy,

arriving there on Dec . 8,

1926 . The next leg took him to Athens, Greece . Covers to Athens are arrival-

stamped between December 10 and 12, 1926 . The final leg took him across the

Mediterranean to Alexandria, arrival postmarks there dated December 13 or 14,

1926 . There were 6,089 covers carried between Zurich and Naples, 3,452 bet-

ween Zurich and Athens, and 10,856 between Zurich and Alexandria . Actually,

covers whose destination was Alexandria were carried by ship between Naples

and Alexandria . Figure 3 shows one of the Zurich-Alexandria covers . The

Alexandria arrival stamp is dated December 13, 1926, and ties the air mail

label to the cover, as does the special commemorative cachet cancellation.

Mittelholzer went on to fly to Capetown, South Africa, arriving in February

1927 .

In 1957, Swissair recreated this historic flight from Zurich to Capetown,

using one of their DC-6B aircraft . The plane left Zurich on February 9, 1957,

landing at Athens, Greece ; Addis Ababa, Ethiopia ; Awash, Ethiopia ; Nairobi,

Kenya ; Tamatave, Madagascar ; Tananarive, Madagascar ; Lourenço Marques, Mozam-

bique ; and Johannesburg, South Africa, before reaching Capetown, South Africa,

on February 18, 1957 . There were 12,056 covers carried on the Zurich to Cape-

town flight, Figure 4 shows one of these . The Swiss post office authorized an

official cancellation for this flight.

The return flight, on which 43 covers were carried, left Capetown on

February 21, 1957, and arrived in Zurich on February 25 after stopping in

Leopoldville, Belgian Congo ; Bangui, French Equatorial Africa; and Tripoli,

Libya. Covers from the return flight catalog for over $150.

In 1977, the Mittelholzer African flight was again reenacted for its

50th anniversary . Again a chartered DC-6B was used . This time however,

covers could be carried between Zurich and any of four African destina-

tions : Cairo/Egypt, Nairobi/Kenya, Capetown/South Africa, and Gao/Mali.

Between 146,500 and 153,000 covers were carried to each of these four
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destinations . A Zurich-Capetown cover is shown in Figure 5 . Each destina-

tion used a different cancellation . The Cairo flight cancel shows Mittel-

holzer's Dornier Merkur . The Nairobi flight cancel shows a giraffe, the

Gao an elephant, and the Capetown a rhinoceros.

It will be interesting to see if our "thrice told tales" become

"four times told tales" when the 75th anniversary of Oskar Bider's flight

occurs in 1988 or Mittelholzer's flight in 2002 . What is even more inter-

esting to speculate on is what plane will be used for that flight in 2002!

REVIEWS

SPEZI .SpezialsammlungenSchweiz, Bulletin No.1 (2d ed., 1983).
By P . Meier and T . Diggelmann. 75 pages . Subtitle, (trsltd .)
I Collect Plate Flaws and Retouches of the Rotogravure Issues
of Switzerland, 1940 - 1950 . -- Basel, Briefmarken zum Bäum-
hlin AG, Freiestrasse 93, 4001 BASEL, Switzerland . SFr . 9 ., +
postage.

In a previous TELL issue the second bulletin, with a very
similar title, was discussed . Having now seen the first in-
stalment many points discussed in the second one make much
more sense.

Bulletin One actually almost serves as an introduction to
understanding how and why plate flaws (and retouches) on this
type of Courvoisier-produced stamps occurred . There are, for
English-only speaking persons unfortunately so, definitions
in German on what plate flaws, plate wear, and varieties are.

That is followed by a fairly simply presented explanation
of what photogravure printing involves, from the preparation
of the original artist ' s sketch to gelatin-covered pigment
paper to glass screens, etc ., etc . to the finished product.

On p . 30 begins a discussion on plate flaws in general,
and then by specifics, with many photographs explaining each
term or variety . (Unfortunately some of the illustrations are
too dark and hide, or almost hide, some of the flaws .)

After a discussion of plate wear the authors proceed to an
examination of retouches.

A collector desirous of specializing in this decade of
Courvoisier-printed stamps of Switzerland will find that this
little booklet, AND its brother No .2, will come in very han-
dily indeed since quite a few flaws are discussed that do not
yet find recognition in the Zumstein Specialized Catalogue.

Should any reader of these lines wish to order either, or
both of these bulletins, then it is suggested that youmail a
check for $5 . for bulletin I, postpaid seamail,or $6 .50 for
bulletin II, postpaid seamail, to Felix Ganz, POB A3343,Chi-
cago, IL 60690, before April 15, 1984 . Both bulletins togeth-
er, seaman, would cost $11 . (For airmail you would have to
add about $4 . more .) Delivery approximately June 1, 1984 . By
that time, the third bulletin in the series may be available:

FG
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THE MACHINE CANCELLATION HANDBOOK OF 1983 REVISITED

"COLOSSAL" is a term your associate editor/ reviewer rarely
cares to use ; but in this instance the term is appropriate!
Two bright yellow four-ring binders with very cleanly multi-
lith-printed pages produced by equally clean typing, about
280 in volume I and and 290 in volume II, plus blank pages
for recording new slogans and/or new crowns ; easy

arrangement into 18 chapters, each prefixed by a letter in the pag-
ination which permits addenda or pare replacementsanywhere;
extremely clean reproductions of all machine date strikes
(crowns) and all flags and slogans (the latter a vast im-
provement over the previous issues of this catalogue where
many early slogans were nearly illegible because of their
being reproduced with a postage stamp obscuring the text);
retention of the basic PTT system of the dozen classes of
different flags and slogans, but adding to that a complete
list of uses for each individual flag, with exact dates or
At least with the year(s) in which each one was used where:

Indeed, an incredibly detailed work of hard labor -- and
for the occasional collector of Swiss machine cancellations
almost forbidding in size . What becomes imminently clear is
that no one can hope to complete a collection of all Swiss
machine strikes ever.

Flags and slogans all are priced, but (perhaps fortunat-
ely so) not by individual offices using them . Crowns used
without slogan or flag (such as for check sorting divisions '
or bulk holiday or prepaid mailings)are not priced . Some of
the prices should spur quarter or dollar box hunters to look
for some of these items that can fetch, if found, to $150.
(In a few instances, such as for slogan 1 .3z, used for less
than a month in shortened form in Bern only, only the
indication "LP" or "connoisseur's willingness to pay whatever is

asked," is shown :)(Too bad your reviewer traded away his two
duplicates of this item before the new catalogue edition ap-
peared : :)

No difference is made in prices for properly cut (i .e .,
at least 9 x 4 cm) pieces or pieces on card or cover ; but it
is nevertheless advised by this observer NOT to slaughter any
better items by cutting them from their covers . Cleanliness '
and completeness of a strike, plus absolute legibility, how-
ever, are expected of all strikes to fetch catalog notations.

All accompanying text is bilingual, in German and French,
and that should help an English-only collector quite a bit.

Fascinating are, for example, the in-depth treatment of
category 3, the town publicity slogans, where numerous slo-
gans were discovered in more than one subtype (for Vevey, No.
3-13, for example four);and depending on the date crown used
with a respective slogan prices may vary from 10i to $5 ; or
the complete listings of "loan crowns," for small towns whose
bulk mail was postmarked in the next town with a cancelling
machine, but by using a date crown showing the small town's
name ; or the typology of all known date crowns.

There is also a nice introductory chapter, with actual
photographs of cancelling machines.

Even a seasoned collector will need a couple of hours to
familiarize himself with all the abbreviations and typology
letters and numbers used in this truly exhaustive work for
which one must wholeheartedly congratulate the Swiss Cancel-

] lation Collectors Society (which published the volumes on its
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own) and to the three principal authors Dr . Balimann,
Güldensupp (the actual originator) and Lehmann, for their tena-
ciousness to complete this "last word" in Swiss machine can-
cellations.

The authors invite addenda and corrections, and supple-
ments are promised . Since the Swiss Fund for Philately gave a
substantial subsidy, the two large-size books cost SFr .50 .40
to which postage must be added. Seamail cost this reviewer
SFr. 22 .60,= total SFr .73 ., or about US$ 35 . Order, prepaid,
from SVP, POB 2334, 3001 BERN, Switzerland .

	

FG

NEWS FROM THE SWISS PTT

The new issues (as reported in an earlier TELL issue) are now
beginning to arrive from Bern . The first first day date was
(officially) February 21, 1934, and on that day appeared the
two latest additions in the zodiac/landscapes design . For the
MIPS members who want as much detailed information as possib-
le it can now be disclosed that the two designs depict these
sections of Switzerland : 4 Fr . Sagittarius : a view of Glarus
Canton from the Linth plain, with leaf-denuded trees in the
foreground; and the 4 .50 Fr . Capricorn shows the Engadine vil-
lage of Scuol/Schuls . Since the "Steinbock, " or capricorn is
the coat of arms emblem of the Grisons Canton, this combina-
tion sort of produces a maximum effect, just as did the now
"aborted" first 2 Fr . stamp, the vireo/Jungfrau/Aletsch com-
bination.

What was NOT contained in earlier PTT releases, however, is a
new example on how scarce FOC can occur. On February 1,1934
a new postage stamp booklet (no longer sta pled, by the way,
but rather heat compressed/glued together) and with a new cov-
er design made its appearance to reflect the new stamp rates
needed for most inland postage as of mid-March . The booklet
contains five panes, without protective interleaving, in the
denominations of 4x5, 4x10, 4x35, 2x50, and 4x50centimes, for
a total sales price of SFr . 5 . If you compare these booklet
panes with the earlier ones (imperf on all four sides) then
you will notice that they are all totally new items and that
they will be listed in every Switzerland catalogue (and
probably even in Scott ' s) as separate items, INCLUDING the single
stamps, pairs, et al that can be detached from them.

but: Mother PTT, in her continued efforts to make quick-acting
dealers and philatelists not only happy owners but also
happy resellers of scarce items, decreed that on official first
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day covers would be produced for these booklet panes . However,
it was possible -- if you were on the mailing list -- to or-
der FD-cancelled complete booklets ; and if you have a stand-
ing order that includes booklets you got it all without lift-
ing a hand ; but NOT on cover:

Oh well, to everyone his or her or its own.
For those of you who would like to get more information than
just that on new stamp and postal stationery issues from the
PTT it might pay to subscribe to the official PTT Post-,
Telefon- und Telegraphenamtsblatt which comes out about in 60
bulletins per year . It contains information on all new is-
sues, all new cancellations (machine, K, special), all rate
changes, all p .o. openings and closings, and even on job op-
enings with the PTT (as well as disruption notices of
international mail) and can be ordered for 37 SFr . a year (in a
bit more incomplete form for SFr. 30 a year) from PTT-Zeit-
schriften, 3030 Bern, Switzerland . Enclose a $15 . or $18 .50
check, and the issues will start arriving by airmail.
In this "Amtsblatt' (trilingual, by the way) appeared the no-
tice of the closing of private parcel acceptance station
BRITTERNMATTE (Bern) on January 15, 1984 . Now it turns out
that the old lady in that hamlet's grocery store closed that
store and facility on December 15, 1983 : But the postmaster
in the town to which all dispatches went from Britternmatte
was authorized to apply the straightline, dateless device to
all collectors ' request mail sent in through January 15 . Nice.

FG

REPORT BY THE SLIDE CHAIRMAN HOWARD BAUMAN

1983 AHPS Slide Shows by Title

Title

	

Orders

	

Shows

	

Viewers

A. Switzerland : A Panorama 9

	

9

	

274
of its Postal History &
Stamps

B. Pro Juventute Stamps

	

4

	

5

	

80
1950-57

B-1 Pro Juventute Intro-
duction

C. Collecting Used Stamps

	

4

	

5

	

158
D The Stubel Issues

	

1

	

1

	

10
1854- 62

E . St Gotthard Railway of 12

	

8

	

144
Switzerland

Inquiries- no orders

	

5

i 20

35TOTALS 1983

1982

1981

28

	

686

16

	

547

10

	

182
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AHPS -- TREASURER ' S REPORT -- DECEMBER 31, 1983

ALBRECHT von HALLER, born in Bern on Oct . 16,
1708 . He entered medical school in 1723(!) at
Tübingen and later Leiden where he graduated
at the age of 19 . Upon completion of further
studies in London, Oxford, Paris, and Basel he
opened a medical practice in Bern in 1729 . In

1736 he was called on by King George
II of England (and Hanover) to head the Dept . of Medicine
and Botany at the new University of Göttingen.
Returning to Switzerland in 1753, he was in
charge of several public offices while starting
his career as one of the most prolific writer
in scientific matters of all times, covering
topics from botany thru surgery . In a journal he
co-founded he is credited with at least 12,000

medical reviews! He died in Bern on Dec. 12, 1777.
How come the same portrait figures twice on PJs? RSWho's Who ?
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POSTMARKS

Here is the latest
in Swiss cancels,
including K 925
which I could not
locate for the last
issue.

Discont . Office:

1211 Genève 14
Palais Wilson, as

of March 16, 1984
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION

	

PART I -- INSTALLMENT 10

This current chapter 5 has been translated by Donald Mason . For his
bio see p . 171 of June/July 1983 issue of TELL.

5 . THE PRINTING PRESSES OF THE PERIOD

The Hand Press

In the first periods of the printing of the Standing Helvetia issue,
i .e . from 1882 until about 1900 (the exact year dates are listed separately
for each value in the corresponding chapters), a so-called hand press
was employed . Schematically, a hand press of that era looked something
like the following:

On the cast iron frame (3), which in that period as a rule was very
massively shaped, was mounted a printin g (or press) bed (1) . The lightly

heated printing plate (2) vas fastened to this sliding carria ge bed by
means of screws . The printing plate was first well inked manually with the

desired ink color . Then the plate surface had to be carefully wiped off with
cloth swabs on all non-printing surfaces, i .e . had to be freed of ink . As

p,45
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the next step in the process, predampened ungummed paper was laid on the
inked printing plate and covered with a felt cloth . Under the strong pres-
sure of the two cylinders (4 and 5) the ink was now "sucked out" of the
engraved indentations in the printing plate . The pressure of the upper
cylinder could be regulated with the help of e spindle (6), whereas the

lower cylinder remained in a permanent and fixed position on the frame (5).
In order to work more efficiently, as a rule two printing plates*

were always in use at the same time . The printer and his apprentices could
print about 35 sheets an hour, that is 7000 stamps.

The High-speed Press

Around the turn of the century the manual press employed up to then was re-
placed by what was then considered to be a high-speed (or rapid-action)
press . The work stages necessary for the printing operation remained bas-

ically the same for both the preparation of the printing form as well as
for the actual printing . The high-speed press, shown schematically here,
had the following working principle:

The printing form or printing plate (1), which was flat** even in the
high-speed presses of that period, was fastened to the carriage (2) . This
carriage, which could be driven manually or mechanically, moved constantly
back an forth horizontally . The locked-up printing form was first pre-
heated by station 3 and then inked with the desired color by the roller
arrangement (4) . The excess ink was wiped off by (several) absorbant cloth
webs (also known as stump cloths) (5) during the slow back-and-forth
motion of the printing form . These cloth webs were lightly dampened by the
humidifier (7) while in the process of being rolled up and unrolled by
apparatus (6) . The paper (8) was transported by means of appropriate

Ed. note: The French text varies here in as much as it refers to two
presses being used simultaneously . They are probably both right as it
would make sense that one part of the team readies one press by inking and
cleaning the surface while the other part (with clean hands) handles the
paper and operates the press.

* as opposed to the ones being curved in later sheet-fed and rotary
press designs.

p .46
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gripping devices to the printing cylinder (9) and received the ink from the

depressions in the printing plate.

The following para, in the original text in the French version only,
is translated here as well as it deals with the source of one of the major

varieties, the machine offset (Ed .):

It is on cylinder (9) that the printing plate would deposit the ink
if by a malfunction of the grippers no sheet of paper were fed thru the

machine. Consequently, this cylinder would deposit that ink on the back
of the next sheet of paper coming thru, thus creating an offset image of
diminishing color intensity as more and more sheets were fed thru the press.

At that time about 400 impressions per hour could be attained with
such machines . With printing forms of 400 multiples this corresponded to an
hourly production of 160,000 stamps -- a very considerable productivity
increase over the previously employed hand press.

The print quality obtained on these high-speed presses was essentially
more uniform and, as a rule, also finer in impression, especially as a

result of the mechanical execution of some work steps .

(To be continued .)

Continued from page 47

and shipments are all a thing of the past, apparently victims of cost savings

studies and implementations . It ' s a shame, to say the least, but I don ' t
think that there is any chance that this trend will ever be reversed again

(although I have seen mass-mailers using coils very effectively) . The question

I wanted to raise with this, was : How do postal administrations compensate

each other for services performed? Take for example that "PA-PS " indicia,

used by ALAND, a new stamp issuing entity of thousands of islands off the
coast of Finland . How would the postal administration of ZULULAND know that
they will get paid for delivery of such a mail piece? Is anyone among you
familiar with the inner workings of the UPU as far as accounting of inter-
national mail revenue is concerned? An article would be appreciated.

Errata : My footnote on p. 313 (Standing Helvetia) of the Nov . 1983 issue of
TELL is inappropriate . My mind was locked in on a wrong track and it saw the
light only once I read the original text of this issue ' s chapter . What do they
already say about the Bernese? Thick and slow . ..

Postal History Study Group : Sad to report, but Chuck LaBlonde has resigned as

chairman of that group . It appears that he was tired of researching, trans-
lating, typing PH matter all by himself with little or no help from the group.

It ' s called apathy, gang, and is known to have frustrated to death many an
able woman or man before . Sign of the times, or have we simply become strictly

pocket book collectors? In any event, I have Chuck ' s latest effort ready for
publication in TELL as soon as we receive permission from the author of the
original article . Thank you Chuck, please stick around, we ' ll still need you!

Swiss Revenue Study Group : Under the leadership of Donn Lueck the group has
agreed to lend a helping hand to the American Revenue Association (ARA) in
completing two new catalogs of Swiss Revenue stamps . The first one, due in
late ' 84 will cover the Swiss Municipals, whereas the second one, slated for
publication during 1985 will be devoted to Federal and Cantonal revenue issues.
For you information and as printed in the press release by Harlan Stone, the
earliest Swiss revenue adhesive was issued by the Italian-speaking canton of
Ticino in 1855 . There exist an estimated 255 federal, 3500 cantonal, and
15,000 municipal revenue stamps thruout Switzerland (enough to milk a few cows).

Miscellaneous: Someone asked when the next edition of the Zumstein Spezial-
katalog will be on the market . Frankly, I don ' t know, but I would guess not
before 1986 (late ' 85 maybe) . -- Also : One member wants to know what the proce-
dure was to obtain extra copies and back issues of TELL . Please address all
such special wishes to our publisher Joe Reilly, and he prepared to pay for
these extras (unless you can attach some official aura to it) .

	

HR
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CROSS AND FIGURE

ISSUES 18 S=L X6

By LAURENCE MOORE M .B.E., F .R .P.S .L.

INTRODUCTION

Although part of the same issue, the typographed (letterpress) low

values with the Cross and Figure design have never attracted the
same attention from philatelists as the line-engraved Standing Hel-

vetia of the higher values. This is probably partly due to the philatelic
snob value of any issue—of any country—hut also because to any
collector with the slightest knowledge of printing processes, the

quite ordinary but reliable typography did not leave behind a long
trail of cracked or worn plate flaws with the consequent need for
retouches etc ., all of which offer greater scope to the specialist
collector. There are, however, just a few items in the Cross and Figure
series which are in the world rarity class . For instance, the 15 Cen-
times on granite paper printed in the rare yellow-orange shade
(Zumstein 63 Ad) and, of course, the (very few) tête-bêche pairs.

Not surprisingly, there is little literature on this issue, except for
odd articles in various philatelic magazines . However, in 1968 was
published a most valuable monograph, Die Buchdruckausgabe 1882
im Ziffernmuster by M . Schio (Zumstein & Cie, Berne) which in addi-
tion to giving the full details of the technicalities of production, also
tells the "back-stage" story of the troubles and delays before printing
could commence, together with an account of the various essays and
proofs, the resultant stamps with their various uses and occasional
misuses.

Towards the end of the Sitting Helvetia perf period, with the
great development of communications brought about by the exten-
sion of the railways, and particularly by the opening of the St . Gott-
hard tunnel, the Swiss postal authorities realized that stamps would
be required in much greater quantities than before . The Sitting
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Helvetia embossed stamps, which had to be gummed before printing,
were slow to produce and quite costly. Cheaper methods with more
rapid production were sought, and although the idea of a new issue
was considered as early as 1879, owing to difficulties and delays to

which we shall refer, the stamps were not issued until April 1882.

DESIGN

Professor Carl Hasert of Stuttgart was invited to submit designs, and
according to M . Schio, he sent seven drawings for postage stamps
and also for telegraph stamps in November 1879 . With what result we
do not know; but in May 1880, Hasert sent ten more drawings which
were handed to the printers Stämpfli of Berne for their opinion . They
recommended the design we know as Cross and Figure or The
Numerals, but it took another year before the authorities gave the
printers the "Go Ahead".

Little is known of the other drawings submitted by Hasert, but
one is illustrated in the work by M . Schio . This is a very elaborate
affair with the centrally placed Federal Cross carrying a Head of
Libertas at a rakish angle and around all this is a circle with the arms
of the 22 cantons. (Fig . 1 .)

By June 1880 colors and figures of value were agreed for all the
eleven newly adopted postage rates ; but it was thought a little too
confusing to have the same design for so many different values . It

Fig . 1 . Obviously this design was turned
down because when reduced to the size of
a stamp, the fine detail would be lost in the
typographic process of the time.

was at this stage when Müllhaupt und Söhne of Berne were invited to
quote for the engraving and the printing of all values from 20 Cen-
times upwards, hut in another design, that which we know as Stand-
ing Helvetia.

PREPARATION OF THE DIES AND "PLATES"

It was the policy of the government of the day that all printing of
stamps or other postal material should he done at the Federal Mint.
So, from the beginning, two government departments (Mint and
Posts) were concerned in the matter, as well as the Bundesrat, so that
communications between these three, and to the outside contractors
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for paper, printing etc ., would tend to become entangled in red tape.
When the postal administration gave the estimated numbers of
stamps of the new issue which would be required, the Mint admitted
that their out-dated equipment could not attain the necessary rate of
production; but they retained their interest in every possible way . A
contract—for the printing only—was made with Stämpfli & Cie, the
old established printing firm in Berne, who had just installed new
rapid-action presses . These, incidentally, continued to give good
service right up to the end of World War I . The Mint, however,
reserved the right to undertake all the preparatory and finishing
work . They would provide the original die and would make up the
printing "plates".

After printing, Stämpfli were to return to the Mint all the sheets
of stamps for cutting, gumming and perforating . The Mint engaged
the engraver Burger of Berne to make the original die from Hasert's
drawing in the exact size of the stamp . The die was steel in raised
relief and naturally in reverse image—mirrorwise ; but it showed no
figure of value. Proofs exist in this stage (for details see section on
"proofs") . From this original steel die the Mint made a matrix in steel,
the design this time sunken but the right way round . From this they
made eleven patrices, also in steel, in raised relief, mirrorwise, natu-
rally still without figures of value . This was in October 1880 and the
fact that so many different values were cut on the blank shields,
suggests that at this date the intention still was to have the same
design throughout . Proofs are known of the 20c. and 25c . in the
Cross and Figure design, so the decision to print the higher values in
line-engraving with the Standing Helvetia design presumably was not
yet taken., It was probably during this period that the proofs of the
2 c. value on white wove paper with the narrow 2 were taken . (See
"Proofs".)

From each of these steel dies, complete with value figures, a
matrix in steel was made, and again from each of these a sufficient

number of printing blocks were made in brass and, of course, in raised
relief.

PRINTING

The Mint made up the printing "plates" by binding together in an
iron frame 100 separate brass printing blocks . As the paper was in
sheets to take four panes each of 100 stamps in ten rows of ten, the
forms of 100 copies had to be put through the press four times . This
was not too bad in the case of the lesser-used values of 12 c . and 15 c .,
but would have been very laborious for the more frequently used
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values, which were made up into double forms of 200, thus needing

to go-through the machine only twice . When the Mint prepared the
forms they made extra brass blocks, so they were able to retain 20 as
spares for the 2c ., 5c ., and 10c., and 10 spare blocks for the values
which were anticipated to be in rather less demand.

Incidentally, some of the first noted "varieties " arose from the
too loosely locked-up forms . During the printing of the 2, 5, 10, and

12c . in the early runs it happened exceptionally in a small edition
only, that the iron bars forming the frame were raising, so that they
received color together with the plate and produced a colored line
outside the normal frame lines of the sheet . In addition, as the
individual clichées were packed together with leads and thin spacers
of cardboard, the back and forth action of the press bed made these
spacers occasionally raise to the printing surface where they would
pick up ink and show up as thin lines on either or both sides.

Stämpfli made good progress and by the end of October 1881,

they had delivered to the Mint stamps of the 2, 5 . 10, 12, and 15 c., to a
total of 34 million and a face value of 2,500,000 Francs . In the course
of the year 1882, stamps of a total face value of 4,500,000 Francs were
distributed to the post offices . So much for calling them "low value"!

POSTAGE RATES

It will he noted that there is yet no mention of a 3c . stamp, but before
we examine the reasons for its omission, let us look at the lower end
of the postage rates of this period. Here are given the main services,
although it is agreed that stamps could be used to make up amounts
and for a few unusual purposes:

2c. Inland printed matter.
5 c. Inland postcards, letters within local rayons, printed mat-

ter above 50 gr, samples to 250 gr, foreign printed matter.
10c . Inland letters ; registration fee (after 18841 ; "Nachnahme "

(C.O .D .) receipts ; foreign postcards ; light letters to Germany
and to Austria within the Rayon Limitrophe (Limited

Border Zone).
12c. "Nachnahme" (C .O.D .) up to 10 Francs as printed matter;

Registered printed matter (from 1884).

15c. "Nachnahme" postcards Up to ten francs ; "Nachnahme"
letters to 10 Francs in district rayons )Ortsrayon) ; Regis-
tered postcards (from 1884) ; Chargé letters in district
rayons (from 1884) ; packets to 500 gr ; certain library out
and return sendings ; Mandates ; Letters to France within
the Rayon Limitrophe (from 1894) .



It will be seen that at the time of the issue of the first stamps in April
1882, there was only a limited use for the 12 c., and the 15 c ., and there
was no service for which a single 3c . stamp would' be a complete
franking. The first (Sitting Helvetia 1862) 3 c . stamp was issued for a

specific purpose—for the franking of newspapers etc ., to Italy and to

end the need for the famous Strubel bisect. As the use of this value
diminished it was not printed after 1876 and it never appeared on the
granite paper. Indeed at one time it was being withdrawn from the
post offices until it was realized that it had a limited use in making
up the 2 c. value to the 5 c . rate, so it was put back on sale to the

public.
When the first batches of the Cross and Figures were being

printed, although the brass printing form had been prepared, the
postal authorities asked Stämpfli not to complete any of the 3 c . value
because stocks of the Sitting Helvetia were still adequate and they
were not invalidated until October 1st, 1883 . There is no record of the
date of printing of the first 3 c . stamps, but it is thought that the first
delivery by Stämpfli to the Mint was in December 1882, and that on
granite paper only. The anticipated low demand for this value can be
determined by the smallness of the whole of the first issue which was
under 3 million compared with more than 200 million of the 2 c ., and
more than 400 million of the 5 c . and 10 c . Even the 12 c . and the 15 c .,
each of which had restricted uses at the time of the first issue, were
printed in greater numbers—20 million of the 12 c ., and nearly 18
million of the 15 c . It will be seen from the list that additional services
at later dates helped to further their use . Most of the surviving used
examples of the 3 c. have been used internally by the post offices
las Postage Dues) or by the Customs authorities—often in large
multiples.

PAPER

The paper throughout was supplied from the Sihl works in Zürich.
As in the case of the paper supplied for the previous issue (Sitting
Helvetia perf. (, the finished sheets were impressed by the control
mark, which until 1894 took the form of a cross of almost perfect
squares (a Greek cross ), surrounded by a double oval . From 1894 the
shape of the cross was altered to he more correct heraldically, with
rather longer and thinner arms, and the oval slightly narrower . In
most reference catalogs (Zumstein etc .), these are referred to as
"Kz .I" and "Kz.ll". Kz = Kontrollzeichen . (Figs . 2 and 3 .)

A special plate for impressing the Control mark was supplied by
Benziger &. Co. of Einsiedeln . This plate bore 400 of the signs, spaced
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out into four panes of 100 so that each stamp should receive one
mark. Simultaneous with the impressing of the control marks the
printing sheets %vere marked with a cross of lines, separating the four
panes for correct registering during trimming.

This control mark had been considered adequate security for
the previous issue, but for the Cross and Figure it had long been
decided that in addition printing should be done on "Safety paper"
in which had been mixed tiny red and blue fibres . This is known to
us as granite paper. The first delivery of the new granite paper was
made to the Mint in 1880 . It was intended for the new Cross and
Figure issue, but owing to the delays which we have examined, some
was used for the short-lived Sitting Helvetia perf on granite paper.

The last delivery of the granite paper with the broad oval control
mark was in 1893, and the last with the narrow oval in April 1905.
After this it was decided to use a true watermark of Swiss crosses,
and the first paper bearing this mark was sent to Berne in November
1905 . (Fig . 4 .)

This consisted ofa simple Swiss cross
repeated over the sheet, but rarely centered
on the stamps . (Note smaller cross on left .)

THE MYSTERY OF THE WHITE PAPER

The Cross and Figure stamps are found on both white wove and
granite paper, but no official records exist to explain this . Con-
sequently. the various researchers have had to hang their conjectures
on to the few known facts.
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Dr. St rauss, in the Helvetia News Letters of June 1963, says : " . . . At
the saine time (as the plain wove paper on April 1st, 1881), and in
order to assess the comparative merits of the „ safety paper”, the set
was issued on granite paper". Records, however, do show that the
granite paper had been ordered specially for the new (Cross and
Figure) stamps, as being most suitable for letterpress printing (typo-
graphy), and it was never intended for the Sitting Helvetia perf:

M . Schio suggests that when the Mint delivered the granite
paper to Stämpfli, they might have included a small balance of the
white paper, which the printers used up first . Mostly proofs and
essays are on white paper.

Another theory, which seems to the present writer as being more
likely, is that Stämpfli had printed the Postage Due stamps from 1878
on white paper, and not until January 1882 did they use the granite
for the Dues . M . Schio quotes the Stämpfli records as showing that
they delivered Postage Due stamps in March 1881 (500 Rp.) and in
October of the same year they delivered their last printing on the
white paper (5 Rp . Blue). Their first delivery of the Cross and Figure
was in June 1881 and as we have seen, by the end of October that year
they had supplied the Mint with adequate stocks of all values—
except the 3c .! So, during this period they were using the white
paper for the Dues, and possibly just used the same paper for the
Cross and Figure for convenience. Supporting this theory is the fact
that the 3c . was never printed on white paper . Zumstein mentions
this value as being on white paper with the true watermark, but it
may have been the later granite paper which had a very uneven
distribution of the red and blue fibres . Stamps are known with one
color or the other missing, and it could happen that a stamp was
printed in a small area completely without the fibres . The 3 c . was not
ready for issue Until December 1882, and it would appear that deliv-
ery of stamps on white paper had been completed by October 1881.

Another related point is that the 12 c . and the 15c . on white
paper can be found used with date stamps of several years later.
Notwithstanding the smallness of the numbers delivered to the Mint,
only 650,000 of the 12 c . were sold during 1882, and only 1 million of
the 15 c . were delivered to the post offices ; and if sales remained at
this low level, stocks of the 12 c . would last for about four years and
those of the 15 c . for at least two years . The 2 c ., 5 c ., and 10c., on
white paper found used, usually bear postmark dates of 1882 or at
latest early 1883, while the 12 c . is in the writer's collection on a
"Nachnahme" card of 1887. These are the few known facts, but the
mystery remains largely unsolved!
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PRINTING ERRORS

In the Zumstein Spezialkatalog are listed several "Plattenfehler"
(plate flaws) ; but actually there were no "plates " with fixed positions
for all the stamps. As we have seen, the printing forms were made up
either of 100 or 200 separate brass blocks . If and when any of these
showed any damage or wear, the faulty blocks were replaced by
spares and the whole form reassembled in any accidental order, so
the position of any individual clichée varied from time to time . All
this work, of course, was done at the Mint . Very rarely, a defect in the
steel matrix was reflected in the reimpression of certain brass blocks,
but it is believed that as an insurance against this eventuality, several
matrices were made as spares for each value . Apart from the frame
errors on sheet margins or individual stamp margins, most of the
varieties are color voids or color where it should not be . These are,
of course, with other errors, listed in Zumstein, but they mostly are
of a minor nature . The one really major error is worthy of special
mention.

TETE-BECHE

The most important and the rarest printing errors of the whole series
are the tête-bêche pairs of the 5 c . and the 15 c., which apparently
were caused by the replacement upside-down of a single brass block
when reassembling the forms at the Mint . Although several pairs
were known to exist, it was thought at one time that they were faked.
Some years ago, the findings of Mr. Hertsch who, with the aid of
modem testing apparatus, had most carefully examined the three
examples in the Bern Postmuseum (one each of the 5 c. and 15 c .,
unused and a used pair of the 5 c .), and he came to the conclusion
that they were genuine . A used pair of the 5 c . and an unused pair of
the 15 c . are reported to be in private collections.

While this article was being written (in December 1971), a pair,
which looks like still a further example of the 15 c. yellow unused
tête-bêche, changed hands at a well-known German auction for the
equivalent of a £1000 . (Fig . 5) .

Fig .5

The pair was described as "1882, granite
paper, 15e . yellow, no gum, lower outer
corners rounded." Of this error, caused by
the reassembling of the clichées after
cleaning, only three or four examples are
known, two of which are in the PTT Museum
in Bern . (Z . No . 63A19).
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COLORS

Printing inks of the period were mostly mixed by hand and there was
no consistency of shade in any two deliveries . Most of the shades are
listed in Zumstein, but quite often one is found which does not quite
fit the description . These are believed to be the result of exposure to
light, as some colors were rather fugitive.

There were, of course, some deliberate changes of color, and one
of the most interesting is the 15 c . from yellow to violet in 1889 . It is
recorded that in 1887 some workers at the Mint engaged with the
perforation of the stamps were taken ill . The Federal Health
Department carne into the picture and instituted an enquiry. By analysis it
was found that the yellow (chrome) ink contained a form of lead
oxide and was poisonous . Stämpfli explained that as it was most
difficult to get a clear printing of the paler yellow, his suppliers had
sent him several different mixtures . In due course he experimented
with the 15 c . in green, violet and other colors . The violet was found
to be non-toxic so it was used for the rest of the series and this value
remained in the violet shades for more than 40 years.

The change of the 5c . in 1899 from violet-brown to green was to
conform with the U.P. U. requirements.

GUM

As already mentioned, perforation and gumming \vas done at the
Mint . Until about 1896, the gum was applied by hand and the
unevenness can be seen on the stamps . The gum %vas a mixture of Gum
Arabic and Dextrin ; the brown sugar which was used in the gum of
the Sitting Helvetia perf . was no longer added.

PERFORATION

According to the Zumstein Handbuch of 1924, the perforation gauge
was 11 1/2 ; but in modern editions of the Spezialkatalog it is de-
scribed as 11 3/4 . In almost all the issues some holes are larger than
others. The few perforating machines at the Mint were unable to
keep pace with the flow of sheets of stamps from the printers and
hurriedly they had to install more machines . Eventually they reached
an output of 4000 sheets (400 .000 stamps) per day.

PROOFS AND ESSAYS

The first proofs from the original die without figure of value were in
black and imperf. They were followed by color trials still without
value and in both green and red . (Fig . 61 .
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The first essay of the 2 c . in 1880 was perforated and printed in
two or three shades of brown and rose . Actually it was a trial of the
perforating machine, and it will be noted that in most examples of
this essay the perforations penetrate the design or at least the frame
line, leaving little or no white space between the frame line and
perforation holes . It is presumed that the Mint could not match this
design size with the setting of their perforating machines, so they
made another die of a modified design, with a larger figure 2 and a
more definite frame line so that the design was about .05 mm nar-
rower than the essay . (Fig . 7 shows the essay with the narrow 2 and
Fig . 8 shows the adopted stamp for comparison).

The 20 c. appeared perforated in rose and the 25 c . crimson was

done both perf . and imperf . (Fig . 9) . Later there were several color

trials of the 2 c . in the adopted design and both perf . and imperf.
Other imperf . trials were the 5 c . violet-brown, the 10 c. rose and the

12 c . light blue and the 15 c . yellow—almost the adopted colors . All
these were on paper without control mark, but they were followed by
another series on control mark paper.

On white paper with control mark were trials of the 2 c . again in
various shades, and the first appearance of the 3 c . in grey, then the

5 c . violet-brown, the 10 c . rose and the 12 c . in various shades of blue,
rose and yellow, then the 15 c ., still in yellow. On granite paper are
imperf. trials of the 2 c . rose, the 3 c . grey, the 5 c . brown-violet, 10 c.
rose, the 12 c . in light blue and in rose, while the yellow was in both
perf. and imperf. The 15c . appeared only in yellow at this stage and
imperf.

Most of these proofs and trials are extremely rare and it is not
known how many were prepared. Probably the most commonly met
essay is the 2 c . with the narrow 2 in yellowish or olive-brown.

BOOKLETS

The Cross and' Figure were made into booklets around 1904 . At first

there were two booklets, one made up of 24 stamps of the 5 c . green,

and the other with a similar number of the 10 c . red, both stamps on
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granite paper with the Control Mark 2 (narrow oval) . Apparently the
small booklet sheets of 6 stamps were cut from normal large sheets
and some show the left-hand border when bound. There are no
tête-bêche.

PRIVATE PERFORATIONS (Perfins)

As early as 1874 commercial firms had begun to puncture their
stamps with their private sign or initials to discourage pilfering . Some
did this by hand but larger firms installed small perforating presses.
Cross and Figure are known with private perforations on the 2c.,

5 c ., 10 c ., and 15 c . (yellow), on white paper, and the 2 c ., 5 c ., 10 c . and
15 c . (violet) on granite papers . In the case of loose stamps it might be
difficult to guarantee authenticity. Some values on cover are quite
scarce, probably because earlier collectors saw no future in them.

PRIVATE STAMPED STATIONERY

Towards the end of the printing of the Cross and Figure series,
authority was given for private firms to send their own envelopes,
cards or wrappers to the Post Office for stamps to be printed on
them. Shortly afterwards, in 1907, the Tell Boy stamps were issued,
but the Cross and Figure remained valid until 1924, thus they are
known so used on various kinds of private commercial stationery in
all values—or almost all values, for it is believed that one value was
never so used—the 3c .!

NACHNAHME (C.O .D.)

As a final item of interest shown below is a Nachnahme for a book
shipment from Chur to Fraubrunnen, dated March 3, 1894, showing
the 15 c . violet used for its proper purpose—postage and commis-
sion (Post provision) .
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CONCLUSION

It is hoped that the reader might now agree that the lowly Cross and
Figure stamps are, after all, not quite the poor relatives of the Stand-
ing Helvetia, but offer quite good scope for study. Apart from the real
rarities, much interest can be found in the collection and study of
complete covers franked by a single stamp and used for their correct
purposes, e .g. the 12 c. on printed Nachnahme cards, the 15 c. yellow
on Chargé covers, the 15 c. violet on Library labels . If they can be
found on white paper, so much the better. And what about the
elusive 3 c .? The writer has seen it used as a Postage Due to make up
a 2 c. into the 5 c. rate, and in large multiples with Customs cancella-

tions. Collectors know that the 3 c . of the Sitting Helvetia perf. on

complete cover is quite difficult to find used alone ; but we should

feel compensated for our work in translation, adapting and augment-
ing the present work if we could have news or more examples of the
use of the 3 c . Cross and Figure !
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The above paper was first presented by Mr . Moore with a display
to the Northern Group of the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great
Britain in February of 1972, and it was recently reproduced in the
society's Newsletter. Reprinted here with their permission and our
appreciation . A very fine presentation indeed!

Anyone desiring to do a bit more reading about this Cross and
Figure issue may want to consult the following two articles (both in
our library) : 1 . Schweiz—Die Buchdruckausgabe 1882 im

Ziffernmuster,by M.Schio,in the BBZ, October1967issue, p. 130 thru March
1968 issue, in German . 2 . The SBZ is currently running a lengthy
article by Werner Boos, titled Kreuz und Wertziffer. It started in the
June/July issue of 1982 and is currently still continuing . Very interest-
ing with many fine illustrations . In German and French.

Typesetting: Courtesy Thompson Type, San Diego .
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A CASE OF (SLIGHTLY) POOR HANDWRITING

Member Peter Mahrle has several puzzling covers . We will share one here with

you: Shown are a full front and a partial back side of one sent on July 30,
1898 from Brugg (Aargau) to SEON (Aargau), some 20 miles down the road . The

sender ' s handwriting was ever so slightly ambiguous in as much as his "e" in

Seon can be interpreted as an " i " . And it did not fail, after all Sion is
a far more popular and recognized town name than Seon . So the piece did go

to Sion (Valais) where it was backstamped Aug . 1, 1898 after the French-
speaking postmaster there said something like 'Yamaguchi! " (to paraphrase
an old joke) or "no you dummies, not here! " , but, most importantly, added the
word "Argovie" (French for Aargau) to the address on the front before for-
warding to the proper and originally intended Seon . The postoffice there
acknowledged receipt with a backstamp of August 2 . Thus the SION and the

SEON on the back of this piece of mail . It simply went on a scenic tour . ..

The lesson that can be learned, other than the obvious, is to acquire a good
map of Switzerland and get hold of either or both of the Swiss PTT ' s "Ver-
zeichnis der Postleitzahlen " (Swiss "Zipcode " directory) or the "Ortsver-
zeichnis"which comes out in a new edition in June and will contain 7000
village and town names . They gave a pre-publication order date of Feb . 1,
but I am sure it will be available thereafter and upon release date .

	

HR

Purists among us will point out quickly that the above is not a cover.

What is it that cost 2 Rappen in 1898?
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New Membership Cards

New membership cards for paid-up 1984 members of the AHPS will be

included

	

with

	

the

	

May/June

	

issue

	

of

	

TELL .

	

For those of you who

haven't yet paid your 1984 dues, this issue of TELL will be the last

you receive. If there is a red X by your mailing label, you are in

this group.

The new membership cards are intended to be permanent cards . The

annual filling out of 500 membership cards takes a large chunk of the

Secretary's time and effort . Having a permanent card minimizes this

"grunt" work.

The new card celebrates the fact that this is the 10th year of the

AHPS. The first issue of TELL appeared in January 1975 . The

membership card has a line labeled "Member Since" which should have

the year you joined the Society . Unfortunately, there is a gap in the

Secretary's records so this line will not be filled in for everyone.

You'll have to fill it in yourself if you're in this group . According

to the Secretary's records, the following is a list of membership

numbers as they were assigned by year:

1000 - 1390 Charter Members

1391 - 1467 1975

1468 - 1569 1976

1570 - 1648 1977

1649 -

	

1918 1978 - 1981 [record gap]

1919
1982

2030

-

	

1999 ,

- 2039
2040 - 2096 1983

2097 - 1984

Numbers 2000 to 2029 are reserved for reciprocal and complimentary

subscriptions to TELL.

We hope you like the new membership cards and understand the

reason for going to a permanent card . If you should lose your card or

need a replacement for any reason, just drop a line to the Secretary

and enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope for the return of your

replacement card .

	

Richard Hall
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The AHPS and Mailing Lists

The Society has repeatedly been placed on the horns of a dilemma

with regard to mailing lists . We are faced, on one hand, with the

legitimate desire of some members for complete privacy of their names

and addresses . On the other hand, there are those members who would

like to receive information from dealers in Swiss material . And there

is the desire of our dealer members to communicate with the balance of

the membership.

The recent mailing by Johanneson's Stamps is a case in point . We

thought we had arrived at a reasonable compromise in the way this was

handled . The labels were not supplied to Mr . Johanneson, who is a

member of the AHPS, but rather the auction catalogs were mailed to the

Secretary who then affixed the labels to the catalogs . Because the

Secretary doesn't have a bulk mail permit, the now-labeled catalogs

were shipped back to Mr . Johanneson who put them in the mail stream.

Two approaches were taken to preserve our members' privacy.

First, Mr . Johanneson agreed not to copy the labels . Secondly, by

having the Secretary affix the labels, wholesale copying of the

addresses was made very much more difficult . It appears that these

safeguards failed to satisfy everyone.

To solve the problem of mailing lists once and for all, the

Officers have come up with the permission card which is bound into

this issue of TELL . Please fill out and return the card to the

Secretary (the card is already addressed, just fill it in, tape

closed, stamp, and mail) if you give permission to be included on a

set of labels we will supply, on a mailing by mailing basis, only to

dealers who are members of the AHPS . The address you put on the card

can be different from the one at which you receive TELL, for example a

post office box, if you want to keep your residence address private.

Only those who return the cards will receive mailings based on the

AHPS list . We apologize to any member who feels his or her privacy

was violated by the recent mailing . The permission cards should

satisfy both sides of the dilemma .
Richard Hall

Sorry to see that the
marriage did not work out,
but at least the tax
stamps on the divorce
licence are pretty! If
only those were the
only cost . . .
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Aloha from Hawaii! No you haven ' t picked up the wrong pub-
lication . Our editor has kindly opened the way to continue a
section in " Tell " for those interested in the stamps and histo-
ry of the Principality of Liechtenstein . It will be my pleasure
to act as the clearing station for bits of news and scholarship
on my favorite collecting area.

It is my hope that the column can both educate and

entertain . Not only for those of us committed to Liechtenstein phi-
lately but also the larger readership of Swiss specialists . Who
knows, we may even attract some of that noble group across the
border to the other side of the Rhine.

Contributions and information from all sectors are eagerly
solicited . I ' m a great believer in the post card . If the idea
of having to write a letter is too much to contemplate (I know
the feeling), then jot your comments of information on a card
and send them along ; nothing formal required . Your assistance
will win my heartfelt thanks.

Enough of the preliminaries . I note from the most recent
release from the Philatelic Agency that the Liechtensteiner Phi-
latelisten-Verein is having a show in Vaduz from the 8th to 12th
August 1984 . This is the 50th Anniversary of the group and I ' m
sure will generate at least a couple of Special Cancellations.
If someone has fuller details of the exhibition, please write to
me and I will pass them along to the readership . If you ' re plan-
ning to attend, a short report would be most welcome 	 Also
note from the Agency that 3 new postal cards have been releas-
ed in March . The values are 50, 70 and 100 Rappen . These items
are not included in your normal standing order and must be ob-
tained separately . The stamp design is new . Can anyone confirm
the first day of issue ?? . . . When I was in Vaduz for LIBA 82 I
noted that the old Main Postoffice was completely closed-up.
All the operations had been moved to the new Post and Communica-
tions complex down the street . Does anyone know what use is

planned for the old building? I remember purchasing my first
Liechtenstein stamps in that historic building . Quite a few new
issues have passed over the counter since that day many years ago.

The latest update of the National Geographic Atlas
indicates that the Liechtenstein flag has been changed. The crown in
the center of the flag has been replaced by the coat of arms
of the Principality . Does anyone have additional information on
this? If correct, I would assume that a stamp issue would re-
flect such change in the near future.
In the literature field a reminder about the booklet by
Martin Erler on the adhesive Revenue stamps of Liechtenstein.
This is a little-known area and I confess to having seen very

few of these stamps . I believe this excellent reference work in
English is still available from the American Revenue Association.
Last price information I have indicates $3 .00 per copy from
Donald L . Duston, Am .Revenue Association, 1314 25th Street, Peru,
Illinois 61354.

I ' m sure we ' ve all noticed the dramatic change in the stamp
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PTT
NEW
ISSUES

On February 21, Switzerland released three 1984 " Publicity" stamps, two

additions to the definitive "Zodiac Signs and Landscapes" series, plus
a new postal card.

The publicity trio comprises the following denominations:
25 centimes, to publicize the NABA-ZURI 84 National Philatelic Exhibi-

tion to be staged in Oerlikon, from 6/1-7/1 . The design by Hans-Joerg
Holzhauser, of Basel, displays an extraordinary item of postal history of
1839 . The stampless cover was sent from Zurich to Paris and received a
magnificent black, double-line postmark of Jan . 3, plus a "P .P . " to indi-
cate that postage had been paid to its Paris destination . At the French
border it got two more markings (in red) : one, "Suisse par Belfort " in a
rectangle, and "7/A .E .D . " in a two-line oval . The " 7" identifies Huningue,
the transfer point near Basel, while the acronym stands for A(ffranchi)
E(tranger) jusqu 'a D(estination), again to show postage had been completely
paid .

The 50 centimes commemorates the 1100th anniversary of Saint-Imier
(common spelling St .-Imier) in the Jura mountains . The settlement was named
in honor of the saint who established an oratory there in 884 AD . The de-
sign, by Valasian graphic artist Michel Dayer, of Ravoire, features the
colorful face of the 17th-century clock built into the St . Martin ' s Tower
of the city church, which forms the background . Selection of the clock is
most appropriate since for the last several hundred years St .-Imier
has been one of the major centers of Swiss watch making, also houses that
industry ' s museum.

The 80 centimes recognizes the selection of Lausanne as permanent
headquarters of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), organized origi-
nally by French Baron Pierre de Coubertin in 1894 . Though operating out of
Lausanne for the past 60 years, it was only in 1982 that the IOC, the
city of Lausanne, the Canton of Vaud, and the Federal Government agreed
that it would be seated there permanently . Present plans to be implemented
before the end of this decade include the construction of an IOC complex

with administrative offices, an Olympic Museum, and an Olympic Research
Center . Created by Laurent Pizzotti, of Lausanne, the stamp depicts a
panoramic view of the "Upper City " , dominated by the 13th-century Cathedral
of Notre Dame and the Old Fort below the five Olympic Rings emblem and
"Lausanne/Ville Olympique ."

All three were produced by Courvoisier SA in roto-heliogravure.

In addition, two more stamps were added to the 1982 introduced "Zodiac

Signs and Landscapes" definitives . These were again designed by Eugen and

Max Lenz, of Zurich, and engraved by Karl Bickel Jr ., of Walenstadt . Pro-

duction is at the PTT Stamp Printing Plant, in Bern, by rotary intaglio.
The 4 Franc value is devoted to Sagitarius, with an appropriate autum-

nal scene in the Canton of Glarus with the Vorderglaernisch, Wiggis, and

Rautspitz Alps.
The 4 .50 Franc depicts a winter scene in Scuol, in the Lower Engadine

with houses that are typical of the district to form a foreground for the
Alps, all cloaked with snow to symbolize the season of Capricorn . The

animal shown is a rampant Ibex, largest of the Alpine goats with its massive
sweeping horns . It is the dominant figure of the coat-of-arms of Grisons,

in which the beautiful Engadine is located.

Finally, there is a new 50-centime postal card whose imprinted stamp
design is the work of Heinz Burgin, of Basel . The fanciful picture shows a

vase of flowers and a variety of berries, each encompassed within intricate
framing patterns .

	

EK
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STAMP COLLECTING IN SWITZERLAND

Back in 1981 the Swiss PTT contracted for a marketing survey as it concerned
our hobby in Switzerland . The report was published last September . Herewith
some of the highlights:

Approximately 15 .5% of all Swiss between the ages of 15 and 75 collect
postage stamps which, theoretically, amounts to 728,000 people . However, the
realistic figures lay somewhere substantially lower as it turns out that a
heft one third of the respondents admitted to squirreling away stamps for a
third party (presumably their infants) and that another third considers it-
self as non-systematic, meaning that they do own stamps but hardly spend
any time with them.

Main motivation for collecting was almost exclusively stated as "joy

in collecting", followed by "pride in ownership", and "expectation of future
monetary gains " . Non-collectors questioned cited as their main reluctances
"non-existing collector's instincts " , "too much of a time effort " (good can-
didates for editors of stamp journals!), "no endurance" , and "too expensive" .

The study confirmed that collecting starts early, i .e. 85% before the
age of 15. However, at 16 the drop-out rate is already at 52%, with another
one of 11% at 20, another 14% at 25, which means that a total of 77% of the
people who took up the hobby as youngsters don ' t continue past their youth.
(We probably have experienced that phase on ourselves in one way oranother;
if we could only find the key to the complexity of that problem we would

be able to guarantee a rosy future for the survival of this great hobby for
generations to come . As it stands, the prospects are slightly tarnished .-Ed .)

. The study further revealed that 24% of all collectors surveyed found
the new issues as excellent, 67% judged them as good average, 7% found them as
not so hot and a small 2% were totally dissatisfied . Print quality received
the highest marks, followed by selection of the design, the new issuepro-
gram, and frequency of new issues, the latter still being judged to be satis-
factory by the majority.

Other questions dealt with the PTT's customer service aspects.

The above reminded me to bring up a couple of points I have been keeping on

the backburner since a while:

New issues : Those of you who want to stay current in matters of new issues
and don ' t take advantage of the Swiss PTT ' s New Issue Services pay a substan-
tial premium for the privilege of having a US or Canadian new issues dealer
getting you the new issues . Save that extra money to buy some older issues
instead and take out a standing order with the source . It ' s a 1-2-3-affair : fill
in your name on any of the regular ads of the Swiss PTT we carry in the back
of TELL . They, in turn, will send you a shopping list grid (in four languages,
English incl .) on which you mark all your desired fancies . Return it with
your check for a deposit worth about 6-12 months ' new issues . The amount will
obviously vary according to the length of your list . The replenishing of the

deposit is easy too, as their computer triggers an automatic flag when the
water table drops below the amount required for the next shipment.

Their operation is quite sophisticated . For example, their computer will
retain such particular requests as your favorite position of the cancellation

(which corner or bullseye) on used stamps on your subscription . The regular

subscription service is quite efficient and prompt, any mishandlings by mail
handler gorillas are replaced quickly and no questions asked . The system is
not without gliches, I have experienced special orders falling thru the crack,
but the batting average is pretty high, and remember, at face value.

The same holds true for Liechtenstein, with the difference that they
(since a couple of years) don ' t want to hold your money in deposit. Instead,
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they send you a form of an invoice ahead of an upcoming issue with the
request to remit the amount shown (in Francs and Dollars) by such and such
date . Personally, I find that system somewhat cumbersome and it ads to the

cost on both sides . I never heard an explanation for the change in system,

but I could guess it had something to do with currency exchange fluctuations
around the world.

The second point was raised during my survey of last year . One member,
and I am sure he is not alone, wanted to know how and where he could obtain

special cancellations . Assuming that new cancels were meant, here are a couple

of pointers:

One option would be to subscribe to the official PTT POST-, TELEFON- UND

TELEGRAFENAMTSBLATT . See Felix Ganz ' additional information on this official

PTT bulletin on page 52 . Listed in there are all upcoming cancels and where
they are officially inaugurated . You can thus prepare your own envelopes (pro-
vided you have a stock of valid Swiss stamps handy) and send them to a given
postoffice, much in the same way as you would act here if you are getting FDC

cancels . If you address it and have the piece(s) sent thru the mails proper

postage is obviously required . On the other hand if you don ' t address it any
amount will do, but then you have to add a properly franked return mailer.

Another option would be to let a dealer like Zumstein provide you peri-

odically with a list of what new cancels are available . Zumstein lists in their
Berner Briefmarken Zeitung each month what new stuff they have in stock with

prices . Covers or cards go for between $ .80 to $1 .80, the average being about

$1,20, but I would bet that supplies are not unlimited.

There are more possibilities, maybe one of you out there can tell us of
the perfect way to do it .

	

HR

Continued from page 76.

market over the past year . The strong U .S . dollar and declining
investor interest have made for some excellent buying opportu-
nities lately . Now, if I could only find some extra money to

take advantage of them! I feel like the fellow at the free beer

festival who has left his stein at home . Speaking of the market,
I would appreciate some comments on the current market from any

of the three or four specialized Liechtenstein dealers in the
U .S . Your comments can either be identified for the free plug,
or confidential in case you really feel like telling it like it
is . Please drop me a line.

Did you know that the Postal Museum in
Vaduz has a special handstamped cachet
they use on outgoing mail . They will
not cancel stamps with it, but it still
makes an attractive addition to your
collection . I believe if you provide
them with a properly franked SASE or
card they will provide you with an
example . Write to the Post Museum des
Fürstentums Liechtenstein, 9490 Vaduz /Liechtenstein.

Let me close with an additional request for comments and

contributions . Please take a minute to drop me a card now.
Your input will insure the success of this modest effort to
promote the collection of some of the world ' s most beautiful
stamps . Prosit!

Harold Strong ' s address is POB 15027, Honolulu, Hawaii 96815, and
all stiff-frozen mid-western and eastern types can hand-deliver

their comments . . . Please give him your support!-Ed .
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NEW MACHINE FLAG FOR SECOND-CATEGORY BULK MAIL
The "starry" machine flag pictured

	

i

	

is a
new way of showing to the recipient of a bulk-mailed, pre-
paid (and thus unstamped) mailing that the mailer was using
the new, cheaper bulk-mail rate which, according to the PTT
will be delivered at a much slower pace than regular bulk-
rate mail, The minimum number of identical pieces mailed at
the same time must be 50 . The new, cheaper rate went into
effect on March 1, 1984, at which time all inland postal
rates increased from modestly to quite steeply.

The PTT announced in its general statement on
new rates that the slower type of what in this
country is called third-class mail, or bulk-
rate mail, will take about four (and not more
than seven) days from posting to delivery date.

A LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAL PROPAGANDA STICKER FOR COLLECTORS

What you see pictured at left (reduced by
about 30%) is a new, self-adhesive identi-
fication sticker which is meant to recog-
nize at a glance philatelic mail and its
sender. The nice, gold, blue and black
item has been seen on official mail from
the principality's philatelic bureau and
on mail from Liechtenstein collectors.
Therefore it is assumed that a line to
the philatelic office at 9490 Vaduz will

produce, by return mail, some of these labels,
provided a) that they have not run out of them in the mean-
time and b) that you write a nice note of request . (If you
are already a subscriber you may fare better, and if you
send them a self-addressed, Liechtenstein-stamped envelope
(1.20 for a letter to 10 grams) you might be even luckier.
(PSI we tried it, but haven't heard from them by the time
this was written .) Only disadvantage in this country: you
may open yourself up to unsavory characters, from mail
disappearance to burglars if you display your "I am a stamp
collector" badges too openly.

OLYMPHILEX '85

Word just received (that is, in late January) tells us that
there will be an international exhibition (albeit not FIP-
sanctioned) at Lausanne's exhibition center, the Palace de
Beaulieu, featuring exclusively thematic stamp collections
with an Olympic theme, from March 18 to 24, 1985.

It should be mentioned that Lausanne has been the seat
of the International Olympic Committee (honored on one of
the spring 1984 publicity stamps of Switzerland) for many
years --- actually since 1915, hence the special show.

If you are a collector of Olympic themestamps, covers
and other philatelic memorabilia, and if you are
interested in showing your collection, then you should send right

away for a prospectus from Olymphilex '85, c/o Comité In-
ternational Olympique, Chateau de Vidy, 1007 Lausanne,
Switzerland . A 1000 frame show is anticipated.	 FG
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THE HISTORY OF METER MACHINE CANCELS

Compiled by Heiner Dürst

Translated by Henry Ratz

Installment 2

New Zealand 1910

A new model "Moss-D" was introduced during 1910, improved of
course, equipped with the same five values as before but with

a uniform standing rectangular design . The impression was in
black most of the time, seldom in blue, again through a ribbon.

Great Britain 1912

It is amazing to realize that besides Norway and New Zealand
Great Britain too started off with a coin-operated franco

canceller. Apparently, the first thoughts of all three pioneers
centered around the idea of giving the public a mail franking

possibility outside regular office hours . The idea of pro-
viding meter cancellers to reduce office workload of sizable
mail users surfaced only much later.

This first British coin machine canceller, designed by Wilkinson, was put into
service on January 25, 1912 at London ' s E.C. main postoffice . The ink color
was red and the clichee was cut of rubber . Mail franked this way was further
obliterated with a regular counter hand cancel, first, during January in
black ink and later, in red ink.

USA 1912

1912 marked another test period in the USA with two Pitney
machines and the two values of lc and 2c . The value frame was
in the form of a shield containing a 5-digit counting number.
They were installed at the "National Tribune " in Washington
D.C . during 5 days, starting with May 9, 1912 . The ink color
was black . Known red impression are essays.

USA 1914

A further mass test took place during 1914 with equipment
from the American Postal Meter Company of Chicago . At least
eight different companies were testing them (in combination
with a letter sealing device) . The output was around 250 per
minute . The cancel resembled that issued previously in 1912
with the difference that the counter number was not framed . The impression
was in black ink, the values were 1c and 2c . Between Jan . 28, 1914 and May 28,
1914 a verified quantity of 850,000 shipments were cancelled this" way . It
should he noted here that the above two mentioned tests did not deal in 1st
class matter but rather in 3rd class material .
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New Zealand 1915

During that year machines of unknown origins were in use . They
were able to print ½, 1, and 1½ p . values . A total of five of
these machines were in use . The value frame was similar to earlier
ones, however, this time with wavy frame lines.

New Zealand 1916

New design of the model ' Moss-D" (later also "Moss-E ') with values in the
upper corners and the location indication at the bottom . The machine was
equipped with the five levels of value shown here, of which some were re-
placed later with 2 and 3 p . values . The color of the ink was black first,

later became purple and ended with bright red . The values are difficult to
read, and the overall impression was poor, at-least worse than their prede-
cessors. Yet, a large number of these machines stayed in use until the out-
break of WW II.

German Reich 1919

In November 1919 a first franco canceller was tested by the Reichspost for
mass mailings (postal franco meter) . They used for that purpose an existing
machine canceller of the Klüssendorf design.
Contrary to the ones used in Bavaria with
their endless ribbon printing, these imprin-
ted a single circular date crown with a

flag per mail piece . The flag was replaced
for this test by a value design clichee.
The tests took place at the Berlin 2 and 11
postoffices . The value cancel portion consisted of a very elegant figure
design pattern which, however, and regretfully, was replaced with much
uglier designs when they finally introduced such machines in quantity.

USA 1920

By congressional decree, franco meter cancels were extended over all mail
classifications, starting with September 1, 1920 . The same year marked the
merger of today ' s multi-national Pitney-Bowes, with a fusion of the American
Postage Meter Co . (Arthur H . Pitney) and Universal Stamping Machine Company
(Walter H . Bowes).

Mr . Bowes was the first to propose that also company franco meters should
incorporate the towncancel, thus eliminating the further need of cancellation
by the postoffice . The proposal was accepted both by the postal administra-
tion as well as the Congress . The first shipment franked with such a company
combo-cancel was mailed from Pitney-Bowes ' Stamford Conn . headquarters on
December 10, 1920.

It was a flag cancel (left) with the same design as the one for the then al-
ready popular "permits" (prepaid bulk mailings), with the addition of the



letter "M" and a number between crown and value cancel . The machines used

were equipped each with one value only, of which 1, 2, 4, 5, and 10 cents are

known . The last day of use was January 21 , 1922 . After this date - and to

distinguish these company meters from the "permits " - a new desi gn with the

oval value frame was introduced (right).

German Reich 1920

Beginning with December 20, 1920, meter cancels were alloyed for bulk mail-

ings all over the German empire . First introduced in Berlin, but later in many

other towns . They used, as during the test period, the machine canceller type
Klüssendorf . As mentioned before, the value clichees were not very attractive.

Any reference to the country was missing, as such releases at that time were

strictly meant for inland mail . The stamping ink was black up to July 31,

1921, after that it was red . Some of these "silent " cancels are shown here

(missing are the values 50, 80, and 190 Pf .) The crown was always on the left.

As they needed new values during 1922 they added the country designation to it.
Missing from the following samples are the values of 250, 350, 375, and 500 Pf.
The 80 Pf . value exists in two different versions (shown).

The rapidly changing tariffs resulting from the rampant inflation soon re-
quired a value frame box that would allow the exchange of the value numerals.
On October 1, 1922 the new oblong octagonal frame was introduced which
turned out to last all the way into the forties . Hereafter are shown some

of the values, with the last one of 4000 standing for 4 Billion Mark! With
these cancels it is very important to observe closely the mailing date, as
One and the same figure in different tariff periods could represent a diffe-
rent amount . Altogether the values reached from 100 Pfennig to 120 Billion
Mark.

Until January 1, 1922 franco meter cancels instead of postage stamps could
only he used for internal mail, as no international agreements existed yet.
Only following an accord reached during the UPU Congress of 1920 in Madrid
and its ratification by all members would their use be allowed for inter-
national mail, beginning with the above date .

	

To be continued.
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